Lost in the Maze-Sonic Chessboard? By kate

Most in the world don't know what the "MASONIC LODGE" or temple is and what their truly evil purpose is as source-Ares SPELL crafters of stone and WORDS.....I speak Maze-Sonic (MAZE, weaving turns and dead ends with only one path through...Sonic, SOUND) MASS-SONIC (remove religious owe-cult delusions) fluently....the bible and all things are written in the base code of SOUND in all languages. Failure to understand this one fact will leave you lost in their MAZE-SONIC cult as you all are already....It is creation's code corrupt-DEED and dead by s'Witching (switch, a stick to beat someone with) the Couer-nee'r stone (heart of birth where heart is life choice of good/evil allegory) and have you worshiping their I.D.ols instead of the living truth (God as you call it) of TRUTH, pure and simple.

This ruse is the ancient Egyptian mirror trick that makes you worship the physical world of you, forgetting all about the spiritual side as you freely go about your daze ripping all 10 commandments to shreds and you think you're all good people with nothing wrong with you or the world that is raging with wars around you that you know are there but just don't care enough because your mirror and your immediate world is ALL that matters to you regardless of how many billions of living life forms, human, animal and plants, that you wipe out DAILY just to fill your blood eating mouths. The trick is so simple you still can't believe you're fooled but then that's exactly what the Satanic Maze-Sonic Ba'al cult want you to believe and then attack people like me that dare to waken you from your death eater slumber of the seven deadly sins on max volume and welded in your life's 7 disc CD changer in your mind/heart that's corrupt-DEED and couer-erupt-DEAD...

The switch is made at birth where your parents blindly entered a legally binding contract of slavery and ownership of you when they registered you but then they're not lawyers with a B.A.R.card that understands what they're really doing and why lawyers ARE the scum of the earth, judges and cops are the shit under their boot heels and then....YOU...You were just born and just a baby so what did you know about the contract and the arrangements made at the time of that birth that has you all owned by ONE corporation and one Child Of Roth's-child's bastard as the stand-in false I.D.ol Queen you call ER II...Her parents were Rothschild bastards, not of the 'Windsor', Guelph, Hanover, Mountbatten lines but of pure Rothschild when ER II was born and when she took the throne illegally and unlawfully, Rothschild officially owned the world, the British Empire, the Roman Church Empire and the latest American Empire and ALL who are LEGALLY REGISTERED as legal name I.D.entities as the DEED aka Birth Certificate will prove that you think you are that I.D.entity, birthed entirely of a SPELL and SEAL on your mind/heart/soul....

The first signs of the masonic babble-on spell tricks can be found easily in simple "legalese" or the language of lawyers that I like to tie them up in knots verbally with their own Ba'alshit garble tongues. You think it's still English as defined in the Web-Stars Dix-Son-Ares to keep you spelling and speaking yourselves into deeper babble-on until you all sound like you're from the hood in some back alley where the language becomes undiscernable to outsiders and eventually, the babblers of ba'al shit themselves, as you are already. While this all may sound confusing it's not....it is YOU that is confused and unwilling to ever possibly be wrong about anything, let alone your entire life that has been nothing more than a lie and has but one ending in the masonic demon owe-cult's way of things...YOU go in the grave with the Grave-in image and the demon that the legal name spell is
(I.D.entity) that is parasiting you as their host in the blind and ruling your mind, lives on to party with the next I.D.entity that is created off a new baby once YOUR baby(life) is all used up and tossed in the landfill of Satan here...

So please feel free to disagree and be right and arrogantly so as you've always been and discover too late, that I was exactly right and it's oh no, you serve that demon in hell forever for I.D. sins this is the last level, the demons are quite anxious to keep this info under wraps but to no avail because every court on the planet knows that the LIVING birth Certify Kate Rene (personified spirit of life reborn) is here and has them all stuck on their own crosses crucified now with the BCCRSS (read it on essays page or don't, your soul/sole) where this truth shuts them down before they even open their mouths. What you have to understand is that if you truly AREN'T wanting to be their little I.D.entity slave for the demon you're giving literal life to, you'll need to remove as much of that connection as you possibly can but relax...I have JANE DOE-755 (the CROWN GRANTED me a new legal name paper doll to destroy them since I destroyed the fraud B.C. contract my parents got duped into...they weren't lawyers and neither am I, just way fucking smarter than all of them combined is all...not my fault...I just am, can't be helped, sorry.

To the uneducated in legal ramblings, you won't real eyes the power of that until you read a fair amount of my essays, later ones especially, that outline the simplicity of the fraud to be in and, get out of both lawfully (10 commandments) and legally (Satans 70 million excuses playbook) and where you can finally breathe a scythe of relief and send these armed demons of the owe-cult and black, red and purple robed demons of the LEAGUE-HELL RE-LEGIONS of Rome and the unholy Roman church and all its blasphemous teachings that has humanity singing prey says to the occult and darkest of demon lords and offering both their moo-knee (heart) and prayers of the parish buy-shop merchant tilers maze-sonic pyre-ate fleet street demons....I've shown a little of the maze-sonic SOUND respells that are the very basis of how your minds are ruled so easily and spellbound into this literal nightmares you're walking around in, oblivious to anything wrong because your city doesn't look like Damascus does but soon, it will.

Humanity has done nothing but follow fools blindly onto the killing fields of profits and blood as you offer yourselves and your children up for the daily slaughter as you slaughter all my children which involves both human AND all life on this planet that you all so wantonly feel is OK to do. No. It's quite simple so let's swap shoes since you think yours are walking the right path and let's see how you fare with you and your family getting ripped from their home at shotgun and 9mm gunpoint for daring to expose ALL the frauds of this world where it was the armed thugs of your so-called authorities, your media, your mayors, your bankers, your politicians, your judges and your cops that did all the pointing guns at innocents AND then proceeded to rape me through the media lies grinder but I broke that dick off in their own ass too as you see. It didn't silence me OR the truth since I and TRUTH are one and the same. Get to know me and my story and you'll see that and how to redeem yourself from your own crosses and crucifications or play I.D. out to the bitter end as you wish...I and many others have warned and will continue to warn you until it's too late and that day is here now....look around you....can't see the signs?...we have billboards up all across the U.K. and surrounded the CITY OF LONDON long ago and destroyed that temple as well from with in (JANE DOE-755 = last straw) and where you may doubt that in your ignorance of facts, they don't in the knowledge that Kate is back and thyme's up....for all demons, great and small....
So keep the I.D. or get the I.D.yaw of burning that in your minds sins the mark of the beast is already emblazoned there in your forehead (mind) and in your hand (wallet, purse I.D) that only proves to me you’re just a copy-cate on the birth certificate that I've already certified as dead...if I.D.s DEED...it's deed as the scottish would sound it...deed in the watt-her (watt-ER II RC bitch..roth's child roman catholic muslim jew...fact) where the legal system or "Shire Reeves" Sharia superman laws has one fatal flaw and it's when you hold up the rock of K.R.-R.I.P.-two-knight and crypt two nigh-Te's of "it's illegal to use a legal name and I can't be aided and abetted into legal fraud by criminals attempting that", namely all that claim to be supermen of authority because they can shove a gun in your face....with this?....they run......true story.....I know, I did it all the time when I walked amongst you once but no longer. Now I sit patiently and wait, removed from the physical actions of your world as I work daily in the ether realms here to reach as many lost lambs around the world as I can.....sure beats walking thousands of miles like someone I knew did...Enjoy the rush of armed thugs dressed in nazi S.S. black piling into your homes and taking you and your children to wherever they feel like, as they wish because when the last physical trace of me is removed here shortly?....

You'll know the true meaning of God and the true meaning of fear since you've been blind to the fears of innocent life you blow up in their sleep and death roast on your B.A.R.becues and call it yummy...tree of life was forbidden where only the tree of knowledge was left and well...you're all hanging from that ledge over the abyss right now with nought but a single phrase of Maze-sonic counter spell between you and Satan....may I suggest trying it out now to test it before you're too terrified to remember the line..."it's illegal to use a legal name" or the short hand version of "I.D.s illegal" where all the concept sounds are in one tight wee truth package for you...see?...now you're pact two go!....or you're packed, you stay and it won't be a stay of execution like the last time you all missed this...this time's it's life eternal...all YOU have to choose is life, heaven or death, hell.....carriion as you are if you chose death, hell because you're already home...

We're the true be leavers and bee levers in life that have our vanish ink scream already smothered on us...Yeah...life and my children and my friends and families lives and children that are bringing this truth to you don't matter to you as you continue to serve the Masonic Ba'al cult I.D.ol temple B.A.R. vampires and werewolves in lambs whigs so when you're screaming mercy and all?.....Just remember my screams now since you never heard a single terrified scream from me where I had many within that I kept to myself...I'm a cool operator that way...I learned that on the big stages in life and it sure came in handy when demons with guns come hunting for your soul and gold.....then they meet Kate, the bricked up wall where the gate to heaven used to be...Hell's gates and Hell's Kate and Key'th's job is over with the last of the demons destroyed forever.....coming or staying?.....I.D = dead at the kate gate so if you have that when you show up just turn around and jump into the fires yourself......that's where you came from, the pits of hellfire and to those pits you return.....heaven just isn't good enough for some that they have to destroy it every time.....All you have to do is care enough to listen where many cared enough to drop everything in their lives to serve you the truth because they saw hell here as I did and we followed the instructions laid out long ago...if you want more info on the maze-sonic tricks just play with the sound of all spells and see all the other hidden meanings in them across all languages...Sound rules all creation, I just swapped out their file-officer's stone and put the TRUTH couer-kneer stone back in.....it's illegal to use a legal name...don't ...God and I hate that more than we hate lawyers and thieves....especially now after you
know the truth you'll never forget and always apply/deny from this moment of now until the end of thyme....my thyme is up...my time is up...you're DEED tie-me is down your thy-me is down and all I and my lambs can offer you is a pay-Ra-shoot of truth to blast them with, after the lift/drop?..it's the RFID chip or the French Dr.'s chop....simple, kate